Micro-channel sieve electrode for concurrent bidirectional peripheral nerve interface. Part B: stimulation.
Successful use of a prosthetic limb by an amputee is facilitated by haptic feedback-both a sense of touch and proprioception. Stimulating afferent fibers within peripheral nerves has been shown to provide somatosensation enabling amputees to modulate the control of prosthetic limbs. Peripheral nerve interfaces (PNIs) have also been used to decode patients' motor intentions. It seems ideal to use PNIs to record efferent fibers for motor control while stimulating afferent fibers to create concurrent sensory feedback. However, while many PNIs claim to be bi-directional, few can both stimulate and record at the same time due to stimulation artifacts which are orders of magnitude larger than the recorded motor signals. This study uses computational modelling to compare the stimulation artifact at threshold levels of stimulation for thin-film transverse intrafascicular multichannel electrodes (tfTIMEs) with micro-channel sieve electrodes. Finite element models of micro-channel sieves and tfTIMESs were used to solve for electric fields generated during peripheral nerve stimulation. Electrophysiological responses were simulated using axon models. Stimulation artifacts were calculated for stimuli eliciting axonal action potentials. Simulations were carried out for multiple micro-channel geometries and electrode configurations. Stimulation artifacts generated for threshold stimulation currents are lower for micro-channel devices compared to tfTIMEs. Consequently, stimulus artifacts at threshold currents were substantially higher for the tfTIME. Micro-channel width has a moderate impact on recruitment thresholds and stimulus artifacts. Using the micro-channel sieve in bipolar and tripolar stimulation configurations greatly decreases stimulation artifacts particularly for optimized contact placements (CPs). Electroneurogram (ENG) signals from the companion paper were incorporated showing a great improvement in signal-to-artifact ratio for the micro-channel electrode compared to tfTIMEs. Stimulating regenerated nerve tissue using micro-channel sieve electrodes can decrease stimulation artifacts and elicit neuronal responses at low stimulation amplitudes. Further analysis provides clues to optimal implementations of micro-channel devices. Finally, stimulation artifacts for simulated tfTIME devices were 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than ENG levels. In contrast, for some micro-channel configurations stimulation artifacts were 3-4 orders of magnitude smaller than ENG levels.